
DATE 15/06/2022 VENUE 28 Hamilton St East Fremantle 

SUBJECT Committee Meeting ATTENDEES: K. Alexander, C. Hutcheon, K. Castle, J. 

De Castro, J Freeman, K Adamson, J Smith, C Booth, J 

Wilkinson, C Hebron, R Cook 

APOLOGIES:  Jennie Turner 

FROM J Freeman 

MEETING No. 20220612 

START TIME 7.02 pm      FINISH TIME    9.05pm 

No. Item Action 

1 Welcome  

 Ken welcomed everyone to the meeting.  Thanks to Ken and Deb for having us meet in 

their home and for cake, tea and coffee.   

 

2 Matters arising from previous minutes  

 Previous Minutes 20220202 have been signed by Ken Alexander. 

• Amendment to Minutes 02/02/2022 Joanne Smith: Trainer Liaison added to 

President’s Report 

• Amendment to  date on previous minutes 

• Review into Trainer Wages/rates per hour or session held.  Rates increased. (Will 

need to be re-done on July 1) 

• Bushwalking notes and disclaimers very successful 

Minutes accepted:       Christine Hebron            Seconded:      Christine Hutcheon 

 

3 Correspondence in and out   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correspondence 03-02-2022 – 15-06-2022  

TROY PARK 
• Request get together with Committee (08/02/2022) 

• Invitation to  Committee to TPSA morning tea.  Fwd to Committee 
(13/02/2022) 

• Thanks for attending Meet & Greet morning tea at TP.  Fwd to KA 
(10/03/2022) 

• Invitation to Long Table Dinner Fwd to KA (18/03/2022) 

• New toilet completed for women at Troy Park.  Fwd to KA (28/03/2022) 

• Request for Funds for upgrades Fwd to Exec. (Not asking Y Striders for 
money) (29/03/2022) 

• Request Y Striders can still use cupboards after refurb (30/03/2022) 

• JF to TPSA Secretary:  Letter to offer $2000.00 for clubroom 
refurbishment. (04/04/2022)  

• TPSA thanks for pledge of $2K will inform when ready for funds.  
(07/04/2022) 

• TPSA request for Log for Promotional Banner. Replied (20/05/2022) 

 
CITY OF MELVILLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• JF to Reserve Bookings request for ground Allocation Form 2022 
(25/04/2022) 

• COM to JF replied with Form for Ground Allocation cc’d JB, CH 
(26/04/2022) 

• Notification and acceptance of Ground Allocation submission 
(30/04/2022) 

• Winter Ground Allocation approved(02/05/2022) 

 
MISCELLANEOUS 

• Athletics West list of Annual Events. Fwd to JW  

 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (EC) and SPECIAL PROJECTS COMMITTEE 
(SPC) and CLUB 

• KA to JS to Trainers: Change of Pay Rates to hourly and immediate change. 
(08/02/2022)   

• JS to Committee – Olivia Skalko Resignation. (27/02/2022) 

• JF to Exec re: Casual Walking session.  Reply KA, CH (14 &15/03/2022) Go 
ahead 16/03/2022 

• JF to K Jones request Annual Audit First Aid Kit (21/03/2022)  

• JF to Committee: Proposal to gift $2000.00 for Troy Park refurbishment. 
(30/03/2022) Responses: 8 Affirmative: JW, JF, CB, KC, J de C, CHu, CHe, 
KAd.  

• KJ to JF 2 x emails – First Aid Kit – suggested option + extras needed. 
(11/04/2022) 

• JF to Exec Query re: Purchase of new First Aid Kits (13/04/2022) Reply JW, 
CH, JF 

•  Invoice from PerthWeb for $538.00 Maintenance Package (18/04/2022) 

• PerthWeb Invoice $538.00 Inv 5893 Paid 20/04/2022 CH  

• CV and cover letter from Angelo Gonzales (30/04/2022) 

• JF response with Letter of Employment and documents. (30/04/2022) 

• James Gonzales Acceptance and Employment Documents (05/02/2022)  

• JF to Treasurer reimburse K Jones $173.68 for new First Aid Kit 
(04/05/2022) 

• JF to Committee Updated COVID plans (10/05/2022) 

• ET to JF Over 80’s membership suggestion for meeting. JF replied 
(12/05/2022)  

• Ken A Item for Agenda – Trainer Issues (26/05/2022) 

• KA President’s Report for Meeting (12/06/2022) 

• KA to CH Query re TPSA refurb of clubrooms – hold payment (12/06/2022) 

• CH Financial Report for meeting (12/06/2022) 

• Ann R Social Report for Meeting (13/06/2022) 

• Jennie Turner Apology re Meeting (13/06/2022) 

• Joanne Smith Trainer Liaison Report for meeting (14/06/2022) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Accepted:  John Wilkinson   Seconded: Joan de Castro 
 

4 President’s Report  

  
Welcome to our second committee meeting of 2022.  It’s pleasing to see so 
many of the Committee in the one place as it seems members have been 
travelling far and wide so far this year. 
 
Just after our last Committee meeting members were invited to join a Murdoch 
University ‘Sleep Study’.  I’m not sure what interest was shown but I am aware 
of a number of self-reported instances of over-sleeping resulting in missed 
sessions (especially 6am!). 
  
Several members have contracted and recovered from COVID.  Temporarily re-
imposed mask requirements meant that our Saturday hospitality has been 
suspended for a time, though I understand it’s to resume this Saturday (June 
18).  Thanks to Ros and Leonie for continuing years of hospitality.   
 
The number of members, on-and-off the Committee, who are prepared to 
contribute to the Club is most gratifying.  Whether it’s upgrading the first aid 
kits, reconnoitring walks, arranging social events and weekends away or 
commencing an informal Tuesday morning walking (Y Ramblers) group, the 
overall effect is to enhance the value of the Club to its members. 
 
Since our last meeting: 
 

• Our product and reach teams continue their work.  As reported at our last 
meeting, our suite of walking, running and strength programs has been 
reviewed by the Product team while the Reach team has maintained a 
steady output of key messages through social media channels.  This has 
solidified our membership base so that we now boast a membership over 
80. 

• Visitors to our website continue to express interest in our free trials.  
Existing members can’t help but notice a steady inflow of new faces, again 
thanks to our Reach team together with the administrative work of Ros 
Cook who not only arranges free trials but follows up when trialers convert 
to membership. 

• New Club Captain and former President, John Wilkinson, has actively 
promoted enhanced Strider ‘Products’ not only in running/promoting 
programs and events (e.g., the Cottesloe ‘Aquathon’; triathalons;  half-
marathons) but, importantly, in instituting a new suite of winter walking 
programs aimed at improving the pace and endurance of walkers’ exercise.  
This has lifted walking, for many, from social strolling to purposeful and still 
enjoyable interval walking.  Wonderful work – thanks John. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Anita kindly stepped in to conduct extra sessions when Olivia left our 
employment.  Cassy and Patrick have had to forego sessions due to their 
commitment to practica associated with their studies.  Angelo Gonzales has 
joined the team as the Tuesday night trainer.  Bill, Jatinder, Karen, Eva and 
Ken are fulfilling training duties when needed.  Training issues are to be 
discussed at tonight’s meeting. 

• Our website continues to feature members’ stories which are, in turn, seen 
by visitors to our website.  Particular thanks to Christine Hutcheon who 
gathers members’ personal stories and features them on our site. 

• Bill’s bike rides continue, as do informal holiday sessions.  Jatinder is an 
important contributor here too. 

• Off-site sessions at South Beach and Manning Park have been conducted 
since our last meeting. 

• Interval training continues as a Thursday evening feature of our running 
programs although, with Cassy’s departure to ‘Sat only’, runners might have 
to survive on a diet of the interval sessions Cassy has generously prepared 
for the Club.  Perhaps one of the Thursday runners might be prepared to 
take on the task?  Eva has been contacted for comment. 

• Planning for the 2023 June Long Weekend trip has begun with Yallingup the 
chosen destination.  Members have been booking accommodation already.  
Other weekends away, walks and even longer sojourns can be added to the 
calendar when details become known. 

• Thanks to Ann and Elizabeth for researching and booking the East Fremantle 
Yacht Club for our 25th anniversary Club dinner on Sunday July 17th.  Ann 
offers us a steady round of socialising opportunities including New Year’s 
Eve, film and theatre nights and twilight walks.   

 
2022 challenges 
 
We should continue steadily spreading the word about Y Striders using our 
developing skills in social media messaging.  Promotional posting to community 
Facebook groups seems to be working. 
 
Could all members be made aware that they are welcome to approach trainers 
to discuss their individual strength, walking or running goals.  To date, this has 
only been offered to members joining the Club from early 2021.  A procedure for 
promoting this to members could be developed by the 2022 Committee as 
appropriate. 
 
This is the second last committee meeting for the year and some committee 
members will be retiring (Ken as President;  Kevin as committee member;  
others?).  What planning is needed if we are to take a set of nominations to the 
AGM in November? 
 
Other challenges – as suggested by the Committee at this meeting (June 15 
2022).                        Ken Alexander (President) 12 June 2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Accepted:  Kevin Adamson          Seconded John Wilkinson 

6 Financial Report  

 Y STRIDERS FINANCE REPORT 02 FEBRUARY 2022 

 

Balance at Bankwest Zero Account                                                                          $ 6,590.57 

Add:  Anticipated income to June    2022                                                               $10,150.00 

TOTAL FUNDS:                                                                                                             $16,740.57 

Less Provision For:  

Troy Park Lights                                                                              $     500.00 

Troy Park CCTV Levy                                                                      $     --- 

Troy Park Facilities                                                                         $   2,080.00 ($80.00 per week) 

City of Melville Grounds                                                               $     166.00 

Wages/PAYG to 31/12/2022                                                        $   9,196.96 

Superannuation                                                                              $     965.68 

MYOB (new levy)                                                                            $     252.00 

Workers Compensation                                                                $     400.00 

Mobile Phone Top Up                                                                    $       20.00 

Public Liability Insurance                                                               $     100.00 

Wordpress                                                                                       $      350.00 

Memberpress                                                                                  $     383.00 

Webclick                                                                                           $     430.00 

Miscellaneous Expenses                                                                $     500.00 

                                                                                                           $ 15,343.64   - $   15,343.64 

 

Anticipated Funds in Transaction Account Bank 31/12/2022                         $     1,396.93 

Balance at Bankwest Saver Account                                                                      $    25,704.68 

Troy Park Refurbishment Donation                                          $    2000.00       -$      2,000.00 

Anticipated Funds in Saver Account                                                                      $    23,704.68 

 

Anticipated Funds in Bank 31/12/2022                                                              $    25,101.61 

 

Membership                                                                                                      81 

Ordinary                                                                                                              42 

Family                                                                                                                  22 

Social                                                                                                                   13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Honorary                                                                                                               2  

Life                                                                                                                         2 

                                                                                     

Christine Hebron 

Treasurer.  

 

DISCUSSION POINTS: 

• There is a new levy for MYOB – this is the updated accounting package that can 

only be used by signing up to a monthly payment plan/leasing arrangement.  

• The Fair Work 5.2% pay increase will effect Trainers Pay and Superannuation 

from July 01/2022. 

• Trainer sessions that cost approximately $15,000.00 per year will now cost at 

least $17,000.00 plus superannuation.  

• There will be an increase in superannuation payments as the “under $450.00 

threshold” has been scrapped and even the smallest amount of paid 

employment will now generate a superannuation payment.  

• The amount for Troy Park refurbishment is $2000.00.  They will invoice us once 

underway.  

 Report Acceptance:  Christine Hutcheon              Seconded:   Ros Cook 
 

 

7 Club Captain’s Report  

 
 

Club Captain’s Report – John Wilkinson 
 
Y Striders continue to step out of their comfort zones and take on new challenges.  The 
objective for 2022, in addition to having fun, is to boost vitality by improving strength of 
mind, body and purpose. 
 
Swimming  
In February the challenge was to swim 100-200 m after the walk/run session at South 
Beach.  Seventeen Y Striders decided to take the plunge.  Most of them exceeded the 
200m swim challenge with some enjoying an 800m swim. 
In March Y Striders first Aquathon attracted 10 keen competitors.  The course distances 
were flexible with 100-300 m swim and 2-5 km walk or run.  Everyone enjoyed an 
invigorating swim with four Striders stretching the swim to approx 500m.  After the 
event we enjoyed a well-deserved breakfast at The Shorehouse on Swanbourne Beach.  
At least three champions have achieved big swimming goals in the past few months.  
Ann swam in a 1600m ocean swim event, Nancy built up to 1500m in the pool and 
Christine continued regular swims at South Beach with swims up to 1000m.      
 
Strength of mind and purpose  
In April, ideas for boosting vitality, with suggested goals for improving strength of 
purpose and strength of mind, were shared with all Y Striders.  Elizabeth Turton 
prepared a number of amazing creative mail chimp articles that she sent to members to 
encourage them to set SMART goals, step out of their comfort zones and get involved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Gerry Duffy story was shared with Y Striders.  Gerry was a 108 kg, 30 cigarettes per 
day couch potato, who burst out of his comfort zone and achieved many significant 
goals including 32 Marathons in 32 days and 10 Ironman events in 10 days.   
To me, Gerry’s story emphasizes the importance of  setting goals (strength of  purpose) 
and  revealed  the key  attribute for achieving major goals (strength of mind). 

 

Numerous options for improving the mind were shared with Y Striders.  Lumosity 
(online cognitive training program) Future Learn (free online university courses), 
Mahjong , Learn a musical instrument, Duolingo and South Perth Learning centre (learn 
a new language).   The objective for Y Striders is to boost vitality by improving strength 
of mind.  I don’t have details of how many Striders have used these mind improving 
options. However, since 27 April eight Striders been taking weekly Mahjong lessons and 
have advanced to intermediate level.  Another six will start basic Mahjong on 6th July. 
 
 
Walking Programs: 
A six-week walking program designed to incorporate more variety into existing walking 
regime was on trial between 2 April and 7 May.  It included faster walking, hills and 
some short jogs.  Seventeen Striders completed time trials to determine their normal 
walking pace and fastest pace.  From these results two training paces were 
determined, for each individual, for the 6-week program.   8 of the 17 participants, who 
were available for a second time trial at the end of the program showed improved 
speeds for both normal and fastest pace. Some of them cut 90 seconds / km off their 
normal pace. 
 
A three-month winter walking program started on 11 th April.  This program 
incorporates more variety with fast walks, short jogs, hills, pyramid training, time trials, 
two challenge weeks and a handicap race (with a prize for the race winner) The 
ultimate goal is to be walking faster and further to reap additional health benefits. 
e.g. increase fitness and endurance, strengthen bones and muscles, increased flexibility 
and improve weight loss.  Off course the main benefit will be increased vitality. 
 
Step climbing: 
Y Ramblers had initiated a plan to meet each Tuesday in May to walk in Manning Park 
and climb the steps to prepare for the bush walk in Albany.     
Step up for MSWA , which involves climbing  1103 steps in Central Park building, is on 
19th June.  An invite was sent to all Y Striders to join the Ramblers and train for the Step 
up for MSWA or train for their own step climbing goal which could be achieved at 
Manning Park.   As there are 191 steps at Manning Park, my suggestion was to build up 
the number of steps climbed each week in May.  i.e. 191, 382, 573, 764.   I totally 
underestimated the strength, endurance, determination and motivation of the Y 
Striders.  
On 4th May, ten enthusiastic Striders climbed the steps at Manning Park. Most did 573 
steps in the first climb. Graham climbed 1528 steps.  By week three Graham was up to 
2292 steps (that’s two Central Parks) and many of the others exceeded the equivalent 
of one Central Park climb..  I do not believe any Y Striders will climb Central Park this 
year because of concerns with Covid threat in confined stairwells. Besides, they have 
already achieved their goals at Manning Park.  Manning is a more challenging goal than 
Central Park as there is no lift for the descent after the climb.  
 
 Congratulations and well done to all those Y Striders who set goals, stepped out of 
their comfort zones and achieved their goals in the past four months.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Remember “Believe you can and you ‘re halfway there”   
 

Report Acceptance:  Joan de Castro                           Seconded: Karen Castle 

 

8 Trainer Liaison Report  

  

Trainer Liaison Report – Joanne Smith 

Thank you to Ken and Joanne Freeman for overseeing the Trainers and appointing a new 

Trainer, Angelo Gonzales while I was absent. The challenge of finding suitable Trainers and 

ensuring all sessions are covered will be addressed in other reports in this meeting.  

Roster – Trainer 

Currently Anita does Monday 6am and 8am. The sessions are challenging and consistently 

well attended.  

Angelo takes Tuesday evening sessions. Attendance is consistent and Angelo is growing in 

confidence.  

Cassy’s Thursday evening sessions focus on Intervals and drills designed to improve speed. 

Cassy is on Prac at present, so these sessions are covered by Ken and Eva. Cassy has 

provided a comprehensive copy of her Interval program for Eva to use on Thursday 

evenings. I am of the understanding that Cassy will no longer taking Thursday evening 

session. Angelo may be in a position to take this session once he has organised his ‘other 

job’, but we should look to appoint a new Trainer to cover this session and help with other 

variables in the Trainers’ schedules.  

Further Ken has been taking the Saturday morning sessions. Thank you, Ken, for your 

professional approach to the sessions and your willingness to take on the added role of 

Relief Trainer. Cassy will be back in her role as Saturday Trainer for the foreseeable future.  

Patrick takes Wednesday 6am and 8am strength. Currently he too is on Prac in Geraldton. 

He will be taking Wednesday session from 22nd of June.  Bill and Ken have covered Patrick 

with the assistance of Jatinder and Karen. Thank you to Karen, Bill and Jatinder for your 

willingness to support the club by running sessions when the Trainers are absent.  

Planned Absence:  

Anita will be absent from July 4th to August 1st inclusive.  

Cassy has indicated she may be able to take some Monday sessions, I will be following up.  

Currently the Relief schedule is as follows: 

 6 am  8am  

4th July   

11th July   

18th July   

25th July Angelo Angelo  

1st August Angelo Angelo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Discussion Points:  

• Joan de C request that a message be sent to all evening participants – 

requesting that runners wear lights and to ensure that they do not run in 

the bike lane. 

• Ken A: has bought new night lights for the club and these are available 

to runners.  

• Also, he has replaced batteries in the heart monitor.  

 

Report Acceptance:  Joan de Castro                      Seconded: Karen Castle 

 

 

Joanne F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

9 Social  

 Social Report Ann Robinson 
 
Not much had been scheduled due to COVID. 
 
Mack and Mabel  the musical  June 13th, 12 participants. 
 
Club dinner 17th July at East Fremantle yacht club. 
 
Possible outings : Weekday lunch at RAAFA  good food at very reasonable prices. 
 
Matagarup Bridge climb possibly September. 
 
Weekend walk Dwellingup or Bunbury early September. 
 
Twighlight walk, late November. 
 
Times are up for suggestion. 

 
Report Accepted: Joanne Smith                                   Seconded: Christine Hebron 
 

 

 

 

10 General Business  

  
 

• Over 80 Membership Options:  (refer to  discussion document with Agenda) 

• JF explained concerns over some members who had reached the age of 80 and 

who were having trouble maintaining full membership – through financial 

difficulty and through the fact that they cannot always attend due to health 

constraints, but who still enjoyed the social aspect of the club and did not want 

to give up membership. There was some discussion of a variety of options with 

the overriding assumption that the club wanted to maintain inclusivity of 

members over 80, but not impose a financial burden. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• KA detailed the cost to the club over the next 10 – 15 years if a full concession 

was offered to people turning 80 years old.  

 

   The following was decided: 

1. Agree with the principle of an “Over 80 concession” 

2. The cost should be the same as the Social Membership - $196.00 

3. The number of sessions attended should not be restricted – ie. Can attend 

as many or as few sessions as required 

4. Members can be invited to continue to pay the full membership if they 

would like to do so. 

5. Members who receive the concession would need to have been a 

continuous club member for a minimum of 5 years 

6. That they will receive an “affirming” letter detailing these options. 

7. This will be an automatic letter on turning 80 years old.  

8. Secretary to prepare letter (for review) to send to members 

 
 

• Trainers (refer to discussion document with Agenda) 
KA explained problems with getting consistent trainers. We are not getting any 
results from advertising at the Universities.  As there is a very tight labour market 
at present and we only offer limited and short shifts, students and graduates are 
going elsewhere.  
The search for an older part timer was raised, but once again there are issues in 
finding these people and only offering limited shifts. Have tried on Facebook but 
no luck.   
What is the answer? 
Queried whether to continue as is – using the member-volunteer model to fill 
vacancies?  
J de C mentioned Melville Council Residents groups – every suburb has an 
association with a committee – send a message to these groups.  J de C will 
contact Volunteer Co-ordinator and Liaise with Joanne S. 
KA to send one page job description to J de C and Joanne S. 
JF to locate online seniors job vacancy site and research possibility of advertising 
on that.  
KA to speak to all members about the Trainer situation.  
Increased pay for trainers as per national increase in basic wage and increased 
superannuation payments from 10 – 10.5% 
JF (with CH) to write letter to all Trainers detailing the changes that will occur 
from July 1st 2022.  
 

• St John First Aid Courses and club subsidy.  Kerry Jones  Queried. JF to contact 
St Johns to enquire about prices /if they come to premises/ How many for a 
session?  Put results to Committee  
 

• First Aid Kits for bushwalks?  JF for Kerry Jones: Queried whether to have first 
aid kits available for bush walks.  Decided it is better for individuals to take their 
own first aid kits on bushwalks. Re-iterated participation in bushwalks is 
individual’s responsibility. 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

J de Castro 

 

Ken A  

J Freeman  

Ken A  

 

J Freeman  

Christine H   

 

J Freeman 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Ann Rinaldi Fun Run (August 14th) JF  Ros Cook kindly offered her home for the 
breakfast after the Ann Rinaldi Fun Run. There will be some organisation needed 
especially in regard to a variety of start time and trainers for warmups.  JF will 
follow up.  Also ask T and K Pestana if they will put out the markers.  

 

• Off-Site Sessions – July 9th and September 10th. JF to contact JS (Trainer Liaison)  
and ET (mail chimp)  re – trainer availability, notification and restaurant 
availability/ booking.   
 

• Y Striders 25th Birthday Lunch 17th July.   East Fremantle Yacht Club is booked but 
need 60 people to attend.  Entertainment is being prepared.   
 

• Illegality of Supply of Plastic Items  J de Castro  Awareness that any disposable 
plastic cutlery/ plates bowls and food containers, balloons, plastic cups banned 
from Saturday October 1st.  Recognition that plastic utensils used by Y Striders 
are re-used, not disposable items.  
 

• Dwellingup/Bridge Climb 17th/18th September  These are social occasions that are 
still being discussed.  There will be an event organised but at present a decision 
has not been made.  
 

• Y Ramblers – success mentioned in both President and Club Captain’s reports.  
 

• Quarterly Payments and Paying Fees:  Treasurer mentioned that this was not a 
big problem at present.  Discussion postponed until relevant.   

 

 

J Freeman  

 

 

 

J Freeman 

14 Other Business  

  

• President’s Thanks to Committee members for attending. 

 

 

 

 

 Meeting closed at 9.05 pm.   

 

NEXT MEETING TO BE HELD:  Wednesday 14/09/2022 

I hereby certify that these minutes have been reviewed and are correct 

PRESIDENT  or  

MEETING CHAIR 

   

 NAME  SIGNATURE 

 


